
Sewer Cleaning and 
Hydroexcavating Accessories

Giant Accessories:
Built to Last

Performance Under Pressure
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Shut-Off Guns

Long Range Guns

Turbo Nozzles

Unloaders

•Standard and Linear design for wash down and 
hydro-excavating.  
•Available with 1/4”, 1/2” and customer size fittings 
in brass and stainless steel.

•Harness the power of a 0° nozzle in a cone or fan 
shape spray pattern.
•Designed with standard ceramic bearing surface or 
tungsten carbide.
•1/4”, 1/2” and custom inlet port sizes available

•For small jetting and wash down applications.
•Compact Size - fits directly on the pump with an 
internal bypass.

•New long range shut off gun and lance assembly
•Handle adjusts the degree of spray



Unloaders

Lances

Pulsators

Relief Valves

•Industrial duty for general sewer cleaning and 
hydro-excavating.
•Low actuation pressure for less stress on system 
components

•Custom sizes available
•1/4” and 1/2” tubes
•Stainless steel in sizes 6” to 84”
•Molded or vented grips available
•6000 PSI

•For sewer cleaning applications, the valves help to 
get the jetting nozzles around the tight corners.  
•Available in manual and elctric styles.

•Designed for small and large pump applications to 
relieve excess pressure in a pump system
•Available in brass and stainless steel.



           

Giant Industries
900 N. Westwood Ave
Toledo, OH 43607
419-531-4600
419-531-6836
www.giantpumps.com

Built to last for the Sewer Cleaning 
and Hydroexcavating Market!

Giant’s Accessories Make 
Your System Work for You!
The same quality and pride of craftmanship that goes into 
Giant Industrie’s line of industrial pumps are built into ev-
ery Giant Product.  Giant Industries offers you a complete 
line of accessories that will make your entire system the 
hardest working, top performing system available today.

Check out our accessories including: shut-off guns, un-
loaders and regulators, lances, safety valves, gauges and 
many more!  When using a Giant Industries accessory you 
will recognize immediately that safety and compatibility are 
top priorities for Giant.  Our large array of products ensure 
that we have everything your system will need to keep 
functioning without interruption. 
 
Machined to Perfection

Your growth depends on providing a quality product with 
the engineering to withstand the harshest conditions.  With 
a German and American background, Giant’s industrial line 
of accessories not only meet your needs, but they provide 
solutions that help your company grow.
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